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ISSUE 1:

Young people may be pressurised into sponsoring a partner from overseas.

Q1. Do you think we should increase the minimum age at which someone could sponsor or be
sponsored as a spouse, from 18 to 21?

This would allow the young people involved to have completed their education as well as allowing
them to have gained in maturity and possess adequate life skills. Although there would be a small
delay in the age at which young people could sponsor a partner from overseas, we think that this is
not unreasonable.

Comment

Yes No



Q2. Should someone intending to sponsor a partner from overseas declare this intention before
they leave the UK on the visit/trip?

This would also involve providing details of the person to be sponsored before leaving the UK. In this
way the sponsoring partner will be protected from having coercive pressure applied whilst they are
overseas and help to prevent forced marriages before they happen. Such an arrangement would
mean that a young person would know in advance that a marriage will take place overseas and who
their prospective partner will be. Many spouses currently only discover these facts overseas when their
wedding is imminent and when they are in a vulnerable position in a foreign country away from their
support network and the authorities. Finding out that they will be a bride or groom before travel gives
them more options to seek help prior to the actual marriage.

Comment

Yes No



ISSUE 2:

Many sponsors would like to be able to give a confidential statement

Q3. Should potential sponsors be given more opportunities to have a confidential interview if they
request one?

The confidential interview might not lead to refusal of a visa application.The aim would not be to
assess the genuineness of the marriage, but whether sufficient scope had been given to protect the
potentially vulnerable party. On its own, though, a confidential statement that could not be produced
as evidence may not lead to a visa application being turned down. We are also considering introducing
a Code of Practice, which would say how an application for a marriage visa should progress if one of
the parties is identified as vulnerable.This would build on work carried out by Entry Clearance Officers
in relation to in depth interviews with couples.

Q4. Do you think we should introduce a Code of Practice as outlined in this consultation paper?

Comment

Yes No

Comment

Yes No



Q5. We have suggested some of the factors that might indicate vulnerability to a forced marriage
(for example, discrepancies in age, main language spoken etc); what additional factors do you
think there might be?

Q5a. If some of the factors that create vulnerability were present, should there be a power to
refuse on those grounds alone, without the sponsor having to provide an evidential statement?

Comment

Comment

Yes No



ISSUE 3:

Spouses who are abandoned by a person they have sponsored have entitlements too,
including knowing that their sponsorship is not being abused for further advantages.

Q6. Do you think that we should do more to bring about revocation of indefinite leave to remain
if individuals abuse the marriage route to gain settlement?

Q6a. If you answered yes to question 6, what proof do you think might be necessary to do this?

Comment

Yes No

Comment



Q7. Do you think we should be able to revoke indefinite leave to remain after it has been granted
if the sponsoring partner is abandoned?

We would have to agree a time period within which we could revoke indefinite leave to remain.

Q8. Do you think we should do more to investigate allegations of abuse of marriage for
immigration advantage after entry?

Comment

Yes No

Comment

Yes No



Q8a. If you answered yes to question 8, how might these be investigated?

Q9. What sanctions could we use if individuals abuse the marriage route to gain settlement?
Examples could include revocation of indefinite leave to remain, revocation of spouse visa
prior to grant of indefinite leave to remain, and refusal of any further leave to remain.

Comment

Comment



Q10 What provisions might be necessary for safeguarding women, in particular, after the entry of 
a sponsored spouse? (For instance; a helpline, access to immigration advice, and support in
making statements).

At the moment spouses who act as sponsors and are abandoned have their role as sponsor ended on
the basis of someone else’s decision. One view is that the person who originally provided the sponsorship
is entitled to an assurance that their sponsorship in bringing someone to the UK has not been abused
in any way.This might mean that a subsequent application from the person sponsored is treated as
a change of original purpose, rather than circumstances, and that we should endeavour to take into
account any views that the original sponsor might wish to provide.We are interested in views on
whether this is a good way of providing such an assurance.

Q11. What is wrong with the current system in relation to abandoned spouses that could be improved?

Comment

Comment



Q11a. What changes could be made to improve communications with abandoned spouses? E.g.
provide further information to them about further applications or applications for indefinite
leave to remain by the person they sponsored, and even seek their views, so that their role as
a sponsor is not ended by their being abandoned.

Comment
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	Q1: Off
	Q2: Off
	Q2 Text: It would be reasonable to expect a person leaving the UK to enter into a marriage/sponsor a spouse to be aware that that was the intention of their visit. Lack of awareness would be an indicator of concern. At the same time, there would need to be safeguards to ensure that such declarations had been freely entered into. The practicalities of how such declarations would be obtained would need to be carefully considered.  If there were to be circumstances in which such a declaration would not be possible, we would expect there to be some mechanism whereby exceptions could be considered. Again, if there is to be a presumption, in order to ensure fairness and openness, it should be rebuttable.
	Q1 Text: Whilst altering the age limit might offer protection to some younger potential spouses, it seems to be predicated on the assumption that all under 21s are vulnerable and, conversely all over 21s are less vulnerable. Such a broad brush approach might prejudice the position of those under 21s who freely and genuinely wished to marry, whilst not protecting those outside this group. In addition, it is questionable whether legislation that would effectively create a new “sub category” of adults with less rights than their over 21 peers, would be compatible with Article 14 (engaging Article 8) of the ECHR.The proposal also appears to place some reliance on the idea that marriages which occur at younger than the average age (cited as 29 and 32) are somehow inherently “suspect”. Given that the majority of non European/developing countries have a younger population demographic than most European/Developed countries, this would have a disproportionate effect on applicants from such countries. Our view is that it would not offer sufficient benefits in terms of targeted protection to vulnerable persons to outweigh the wider discriminatory effects. However, if this is not considered appropriate, perhaps a way forward that recognises that this is an important issue, whilst acknowledging that the concept of adult individual independence is of importance, would be for the suggested code of practice to provide guidance.  Alternatively, it may be appropriate to go a little further and to provide that marriages involving either spouse under 21 could give rise to a presumption that the adult is vulnerable and the marriage suspect. This would be a rebuttable presumption and would allow for those who genuinely have become involved in arranged marriages or are from religious communities who marry early (i.e. not just Asian families) to rebut the presumption of vulnerability.We are concerned that the very real need to protect potential victims of forced marriages should not be used as a vehicle to prevent other, perfectly legitimate, consensual marriages (whether arranged or otherwise). If the age limit were to be raised there is also a risk that some young people may be taken abroad, forced into marriage and then kept abroad until they are 21 and able to sponsor, which would be counter productive. Note: A different view is expressed by some members of the FJC committees who consider that raising the age would provide benefit as such a requirement would allow young people time to acquire further education and experience before marriage, particularly if a sponsored husband may object to the wife attending college or university after marriage. Raising the age could put them in a stronger position to make a decision and discuss the situation they are in, seeking advice, if necessary. 
	Q3: Yes
	Q3 Text: We think the confidential interview is an excellent idea but it could clearly not be used as the only evidence upon which to refuse an application. What it would do, however, is alert the authorities to concerns which would then require open investigation. There are practical concerns about the confidential interview: • How could any person who was actually subject to coercion engage in such an opportunity without placing themselves at greater risk?•  How would confidentiality be achieved? The sponsor might be accompanied by family members and although not in the room their presence outside might not allow them to speak freely. The fear might be that if the application is turned down the family may realise that the sponsor might have said something and then abuse them.  The option of calling in or writing to the officials might be more helpful.  A free phone number could be given to all sponsors if they need to speak to someone with details of a contact person that they can talk to. • Whilst, on the one hand the person’s family might be seeking to coerce them into a marriage and the opportunity to speak out would be welcome, on the other hand, there should be no suggestion of the State using such an interview to pressure, dissuade or otherwise seek to influence the subject away from spousal sponsorship. Broadly speaking we support this suggestion but feel it needs careful consideration in order for it to fulfil its stated aim of reducing (rather than inadvertently increasing) the risk to the potentially vulnerable person. 
	Q4: Yes
	Q4 Text: Yes. We value any suggestion that provides clear guidance and increases the transparency of the process. We would , however seek reassurance that the code would need to take proper account of differing cultural norms and be sufficiently flexible to avoid simple assertions of  differences in age, education etc being elevated into “proof” of  coercion.We agree that the factors raised are likely to be indicative (but no more than indicative) of a potential coercive element and that the existence of one or more such factors should give rise to an enhanced level of scrutiny. The code of practice should clearly indicate those factors that indicate the need for closer investigation.We do not, however, agree that there should be power to refuse on the grounds of the existence of these factors alone. In our view, this would place an unfair burden on the Applicant and would encourage the making of superficial judgments rather than the close, careful, individual scrutiny which such matters require.  We consider that a power to refuse as suggested could be discriminatory against those persons unable to avail themselves of appropriate legal advice in respect of any appeal procedure and, as such, could give rise to a disproportionately discriminatory effect on those in the lower socio – economic groups, especially those who do not have English as a first language.
	Q5 Text: Mental and physical disability and learning difficulties (having been statemented with special needs)A history in the family of sponsoring partners from abroadRelationship to the marriage partner We wonder if the Forced Marriage Unit has been asked to provide a full list of the factors they consider pertinent?  We would want to guard against the creation of a “tick box” mentality. We feel that this can best be avoided by a clear and fair code of practice that has had an equality impact assessment, which gives guidance and encourages proper attention to each case on an individual basis, is the approach most likely to protect those at risk, without causing prejudice to others. 
	Q5A: Off
	Q5A Text: In our view, this question confuses two issues which should be dealt with separately.  The first is whether or not the presence of a “vulnerability indicator” alone should give rise to power to refuse. We do not agree with this for the reasons indicated in 4 and 5 above.The second issue centres on whether or not there should be power to refuse without the sponsor providing an evidential statement. In our view, there are likely to be many occasions when the sponsor cannot give a statement without exposing him/herself to greater risk. It follows that there should be a mechanism (as there is in the FMA) for third parties to provide evidence. In this scenario, we consider it should be within the power of a suitably qualified official to take a refusal decision based either on 3rd party evidence or on his/her judgment of the situation .But this should be the case, if and only if, such decisions are made in line with properly constituted, measurable and transparent guidelines, and not without scrutiny and consideration by more than one official, preferably at a senior level. It may be that the best safeguard would be for a requirement to consult the FMU and/or for it to act as third party.
	Q6: Off
	Q6 Text: We are concerned that this question and those that follow are more concerned with sanctions “after the event”. Whilst we recognise that this is a legitimate area of concern, save in circumstances where the sponsor is at continuing risk of abuse from the sponsored spouse, we question what, if any effect, change in this area would have on protecting the vulnerable spouse. Our understanding is that the Secretary of State for the Home Department already has wide ranging powers/discretion to revoke ILR  and that no changes other than perhaps an increase in resources and a higher priority would be necessary to bring about more action in this area. We can see that revocation of ILR in circumstances where the marriage route has been abused might well send a clear message to those tempted to go down this route, especially if a marriage breaks down soon after ILR has been granted. We are worried that achieving the correct balance between taking action against such “abusers” and mistakenly pursuing persons whose marriages had (for whatever reason) legitimately failed, might be extremely difficult.We are also concerned that the spouse who originally sponsored might be seen as to blame for any action on the part of the authorities and might therefore be placed at greater risk by attempts to revoke/revocation of the other spouses’ ILR.
	Q6A Text: While it is difficult to comment on this without a clearer idea of what is envisaged, it may be that checks for any reporting of domestic violence or breaking of the law should be carried out. The existing criteria for removal should not be replaced but extended to include the sponsor in this process more effectively.
	Q7: Off
	Q7 Text: We understand that the power/discretion to revoke already exists.  We are concerned about how “abandoned” would be defined. Would the definition for “desertion” already contained within the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 be used? Our experience of this is that it is notoriously difficult to prove. On the other hand, what justification would there be for using a different definition when Parliament has already provided one in existing legislation?“Abandoned” could include those who have remarried (religiously or otherwise), or are cohabiting. In those circumstances, revocation could be unfair and unnecessary to protect the sponsor. If, on the other hand, there is evidence subsequent to the “abandonment” that there is or is likely to be ongoing abuse of the sponsor then, perhaps, the issue of revocation would be relevant, particularly as abandonment or divorce may well make it difficult for a woman to remarryThe possibility of revocation might send a useful message, but we do have concerns about the sponsoring spouse being “blamed” and therefore put at risk.
	Q8: Off
	Q8 Text: We are broadly in support of measures intended to convey that seeking to coerce someone into a marriage is unacceptable, carries consequences and will ultimately not result in the desired outcome (i.e. of settled status). Whilst we fully recognise that control of immigration is a legitimate aim of the BIA and Government in general, nevertheless, in our view, it would be inappropriate to use the laudable aim of protection of persons vulnerable to forced marriage as a vehicle for more general immigration control.
	Q8A Text: Whilst not in a position to provide a full answer, it goes without saying that any investigations contemplated would have to be carried out extremely carefully. The risk to a spouse who had been coerced into a marriage and who was still living within that marriage would be greatly heightened if/when her/his spouse became aware of the investigation. The vulnerable person could be pressured or threatened to “stick to the story” and might be subjected to physical violence or abuse. Were investigations to be contemplated after entry, thought would need to be given and significant resources would need to be committed, to ensure that the “innocent” spouse was not left at risk whilst the investigation proceeded. It bears remembering that forced marriages are rarely the product of individual endeavour and usually involve several members of a family/community. Care would therefore have to be given to ensuring that the innocent party was not left at risk from the wider family and community.
	Q9 Text: If the marriage breaks down before or soon after indefinite leave has been granted then an investigation might be appropriate but matters of immigration policy are outside the remit of the FJC. 
	Q10 Text:  A helpline, access to immigration advice, and support in making statements are all valid methods.  A case worker appointed to the sponsor to monitor, would provide a point to contact to whom the sponsor could turn to for advice and assistance. Such a person should remain with the sponsor for the length of time appointed.  Once individuals start changing then confidence is lost by the victim.  Building up trust is difficult and will not happen if there are many changes of personnel. An interview 6months after entry to check on the couple and that the sponsored person is settling in well would provide an opportunity for the officials to probe and find out if there are any problems and if they can help.  After this, an interview could be conducted just before the probationary period comes to an end.  This would provide the sponsor with an opportunity to raise concerns if there are any but this will only occur if interviews are conducted separately.  However, if this is the case and a sponsorship is denied then the same problems of repercussions for the sponsor might arise. Any services that allow vulnerable spouses to be safeguarded are to be welcomed but there is little point in setting up mechanisms that enable “reporting” unless these are properly backed up with services that will enable the vulnerable party to exit from the marriage and the situation.We favour an approach that reinforces existing safeguards including properly publicising the existence of, and fully resourcing, the implementation of the Forced Marriages Act. There also needs to be liaison with, and proper funding for, appropriate voluntary organisations (NGOs, refuges etc.). We also consider that it is vital that legal aid and good quality interpreting services should be available for actions brought under the FMA (or other legislation aimed at providing protection for those vulnerable to coercion). 
	Q11 Text: We need to have more information about the operation of the “current system” as well as clarity in respect of who would be defined as “abandoned” before we could respond.
	Q11A Text: An abandoned spouse should be kept informed about a partner.  However, while this might in one way empower women such involvement may also be harrowing and may prevent victims from moving on, especially if there was abuse in the marriage.  Maybe there should be an option to decide whether, if separated, they want to be kept informed about what their ex partner is doing.Would increased involvement, although beneficial, make it harder for victims to reconcile with their families?When a spouse is abandoned outside the U.K, usually in the country of origin, it is very difficult for that spouse to come to the U.K for the purpose of attending court hearings often involving children. It should be made easier for them to come to the U.K. for this purpose.   Getting the views of “abandoned” spouses is unlikely to be safe or fair. Getting information and evidence so that it can be evaluated is what is required.  
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